What’s on?
Coming up in the months ahead;
music, theatre, art, peaceful protests,
eco friendly events, dance, workshops,
conferences, films, adventure walks
and more.

February 2010
1st – 28th Actionwork Anti-bullying
Workshops.
Taking place all over the UK, members
of the Actionwork team come to your
school/event and run fun, interactive
workshops on a range of topics.
Book on 01934 815163 or see the
website: actionwork.com
1st - 2nd The Sleeping Beauty
The ballet of the children’s fairy tale
set to Tchaikovsky’s score at The
Bristol Hippodrome. Info: 0844 847
2341/bristolhippodrome.org.uk
1st – 12th Valentines Table Top
Theatre for Two
Star in your own miniature theatre
played on a table at home. A mystery
package contains all you need to set
the scene, including scripts and
surprise objects.
Info: once.uk.com, £15 for package.
2nd – 12th Secondary curriculum
regional PSHE education conferences
These free conferences are being
carried out in regions across England.
Check out the website for more
details and to book a place on a
conference happening near you.
Info: cfbt.com
2nd – 4th Sexual Health Starts Here
This 3-day course in Cardiff is suitable
for anybody looking to deliver SRE to
young people.
Info: fpa.org.uk/Training,
helens@fpa.org.uk, 020 7608 5276,
£350
2nd – 22nd: Paintings From Life.
Artist Carl Chapple exhibits life
paintings of nudes at the Cardiff
Millennium Centre. Contact:
rob.ashelford@wmc.org.uk

5th – 27th National Youth Theatre’s
Open Access drama workshops
Fridays 6.30-9.30pm and Saturdays 25pm only, NYT is holding open
workshops to anyone aged 14-25
from the Islington and North London
area. No experience needed and no
obligation to attend every workshop
and all for free!
Info: nyt.org.uk/apply/apply_1.php,
0207 2813863 EXT:658

Actionwork
Workshop

6th Schools OUT Conference
The annual conference working
towards equality in education for
lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans
people will take place at the Drill Hall
in London. Info: schools-out.org.uk
8th – 9th RU Ready?
First of a two-module teacher-training
course, allowing participants to
support young people in their
decisions to delay sex. The second
part (8th- 9th March) consists of
training participants to deliver the
course. Info: appleloft.com/index.htm,
tara.beattie@gmail.com
8th - 10th One Young World Inaugural
Summit
Youth leadership summit in London
with an expressly global focus,
integral in helping the leaders of
tomorrow make important decisions.
Info: oneyoungworld.com/flashindex.html
bella@ckpublicity.com
07973 882127
9th – 13th TED2010: What the world
needs now…
Highly regarded speakers meet in
Long beach, California to discuss
inspirational plans for the future.
Follow the conference online at
conferences.ted.com/TED2010
11th – 28th The Lamentable Tragedy
The Wonder Club invites you to an
extraordinary site specific
performance, bringing installation art
to life with music, theatre and
performance art. Some good
promenade theatre.
Info: tobaccofactorytheatre.com

3rd – 4th Swan Lake
Russian State Ballet of Siberia
presents a classic at The Bristol
Hippodrome.
Info: 0844 847
2341/bristolhippodrome.org.uk

13th 24-hour plays
50 actors, 4 writers, 6 plays, 24 hours.
Warwick Theatre in Bristol.
Info: Search ‘24 hour plays’ on
Facebook.

4th Panel 9 from Outer Space
Comedy panel show that tests the
contestants’ nine levels of
intelligence. Are you worth abducting?
Info: The Lanes, Nelson Street in
Bristol. 8.30pm, £3.

13th Ecovillage Training 2010.
Choose a single week in which to train
on one of a number of ecovillage
projects or train for the whole month
and learn it all. Takes place in north
Scotland.
Info: 01309 690
311/Findhorn.org/ecovillage
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14th Scrabble Sunday
Drink tea, eat cake, play scrabble,
meet new friends at Chapter Arts
Centre in Cardiff. Info: Search
‘scrabble sunday’ on Facebook.

16th Pancake Day
Get some batter mix and get flipping.
If you’re in London, get involved in one
of the many pancake races going on
across the city today.
Info: virtual-london.com
24th Drug and alcohol treatment for
young people: what it’s for, where it’s
at and how to make it even better.
Conference considering trends, issues
and treatments specific to young
people’s substance misuse. Held in
London. Info: pavpub.com,
info@pavpub.com,
27th – Mar7th Bath Literature Festival
One of the UK’s most respected
literary events. Info: bathlitfest.org.uk
28th Anti-Bullying Day in Canada
Today Canada’s schools celebrate
Anti-Bullying Day nationwide!
If you have an empowering
event to promote then
please send details to:
questions@mpower.eu

March 2010
1st – 31st Actionwork Anti-bullying
Workshops.
Taking place all over the UK, members
of the Actionwork team come to your
school/event and run fun, interactive
workshops on a range of topics.
Book on 01934 815163 or see the
website: actionwork.com
1st -2nd PSHE in the 21st Century
School. This conference will focus on
the Government’s white paper
examining the key issues and good
practice, Info: my-conference.net,
nheg.org.uk
4th Gory Story Free Guided Tours
Broughty Castle in Dundee, free
guided tours.
Info: Dundeecity.gov.uk/events
5th

19th

–
Secondary curriculum
regional PSHE education conferences.
These free conferences are being
carried out in regions across England.
Check out the website for more
details: cfbt.com
5th – 27th National Youth Theatre’s
Open Access drama workshops
Fridays 6.30-9.30pm and Saturdays 25pm only, NYT is holding open
workshops to anyone aged 14-25
from the Islington and North London
area. No experience needed and no
obligation to attend every workshop
and all for free!
Info: nyt.org.uk/apply/apply_1.php,
0207 2813863 EXT:658
6th Bath Shakespeare Festival
Celebrate ‘The Bard’ at the Theatre
Royal in one of Britain’s most
beautiful cities.
Info: theatreroyal.org.uk
6th – 13th Bedfordshire Festival of
Music, Speech and Drama
A showcase for a wealth of talent in
the amateur performing arts. Classes
for all ages covering a number of
musical genres as well as varied
speech and drama classes.
Info: bedfestival.org.uk
8th International Women’s Day
Events are going on in cities all over
the world to celebrate it. Info:
internationalwomensday.com
8th – 9th RU Ready?
Second of a two-module teachertraining course, allowing participants
to support young people in their
decisions to delay sex. See 8th and 9th
of February for more details.

11th National Conference on
Mindfulness in Schools
Focusing on discipline used to support
mental health and well-being and
conditions such as stress, depression
and eating disorders. Also contributing
to peak performance in a range of
sports and the arts.
Info: tonbridge-school.co.uk/tpd,
ejd@tonbridge-school.org, £85.
12th - 14th Isle of Man Open Darts
Festival
Hop on the ferry to the Isle of Man and
you could be in line to win the grand
prize of £21,000. Not bad for throwing
some darts.
Info: www.gov.im
21st – 27th Guildford Spring Music
Festival
The abundance of musical talent in
and around Guildford get together for
2010’s GSMF and cram as many
concerts as they can into one week.
Info: gsmf.org.uk

Creative workshops in
Bethlehem, West Bank

22-29th Desert Feast in the Sinai
Desert
Unique journey into the heart of the
Sinai with Satish Kumar. £780
(excluding flights) makhad.org/01242
544546
25th -27th ‘Children Of War’
Screening at the Artivist Film Festival
in New York.
DVD available to buy from
childrenofwarfilm.com.
26th ‘Children Of War’
Screening at the International
Conference of Conflict Resolution in
Education in Cleveland, Ohio.
DVD available to buy from
childrenofwarfilm.com.
28th The clocks go forward
Sorry! We’re losing an hour of sleep.
Email us at
questions@mpower.eu
to tell us about your
empowering event

the washing machine in the morning, I could turn it on an
hour before she came in the evening. Another seemingly
obvious method that now saves a lot of time and effort. I
suppose for the physical aspects of living with a disability this
is my best advice; don’t always think big. The ‘big picture’
always seems daunting; whereas if you concentrate on
individual aspects of independence, one at a time, you often
find you can achieve a lot quickly. I now have ‘freed-up’ a lot
of the hours I have a Personal Assistant (PA) for, which
means, I can now spend them on making fine food as
opposed to eating ready-meals every night, which a lot of
people with PAs (even if they have them for 24 hours a day)
senselessly do.

Like most twenty-two year-olds who have just been through
university, I don’t have a job and spend far too much time on
the internet; unlike most twenty-two year-olds who have just
been through university, I have Cerebral Palsy. Yes, a fairly
profound disability that affects most of my body (not there
though, ladies!) and yet I still went to university. There are a
number of seemingly supportive but somewhat stupid
members of society that tell me what I have done is a
miracle; well, if it is, I am here to inform you, dear readers, of
how a ‘miracle’ can be achieved.
Educationally, my life has had its highs and lows: my primary
school years were spent at a mainstream institute where I
was never taken seriously; while I was top of my year in my
specialist secondary school – mostly due to my year being the
one with only one person with ONLY physical difficulties in.
Needless to say, these weren’t the greatest environments to
achieve the highest grades or socialise in. However, one of
the most vital lessons I learnt here was how to survive by
myself be it both physically and emotionally. During my years
at secondary school I took full advantage of the exceedingly
good occupational therapy department and I would regularly
get given new and seemingly simple gadgets from them to
help me maximise my independence. The one I still use
routinely today is what amounts to not much more than about
a foot of half drainpipe with two pieces of string coming out of
it. Can you guess what it’s used for? Probably not. It’s a sock
applicator. With this and Velcro shoes I found I could achieve
the one part of daily dressing I couldn’t before – footwear.
I guess to this day, it’s been little gadgets like this or little
tricks I’ve acquired that enable me to live my life to the full.
For example, a few months ago I discovered how I could
condense the time it took my PA to help me with my laundry
from an hour to ten minutes. I now have an hour shift with my
PA in the morning, as well as several hours in the evening
depending what day; so I learnt if I got her to help me load up
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For me, food is the biggest perk of having a PA and this is
why I highly recommend one plans their time with their PA
wisely. In terms of being confident socially, this I only feel I
really achieved at university where, controversially, the only
person with a significant disability I was in contact with (my
flatmate in the third year) I detested – no, he deserved it, he
was a bigoted conservative Christian. By that I mean,
someone who had very outdated and bigoted views and made
no attempt to compromise them in order to socialise. So I
guess the best advice is to know what you like and try to get
into circles who share those same likes, and this may be with
people who mostly have disabilities or people that do not.
This is where I have issue with a lot of disability theorists; I
don’t particularly favour having a disability, so why should I
make it a focal part of my identity and become ‘an active
member of the disabled community’ or whatever they call it?
My interests are comedy, music and food; and I seek to
befriend people who share these. If I saw two people, one had
CP and the other had my favourite band printed across their tshirt I’d be much more inclined to approach the latter, but
obviously if the one with CP was wearing it, I’d approach him.
I long for a society when disability is transparent, one isn’t
judged negatively or positively due to their physical ability.
One final piece of advice is, always try to see the funny side of
things. Now, for me, there is a big difference between ‘the
funny side’ and ‘the bright side’. I can’t stand those people
who tell me I should love my disability; it sucks, and I’m fine
with that. However, I don’t get down about the fact it sucks, in
fact, I think it contributes to my rather bitter twisted sense of
humour, I can see the funny side in some things other people
may find it hard to. For instance, a lack of a love life and the
times I get treated like I’m an intellectual inferior are two
affects (whether direct or indirect) of my disability I do not like
at all. However, as I do stand-up comedy, I can change this
dislike into something positive; my sense of humour which
people seem to find amusing. I am aware that my routines
about these two subjects are often the best received.
Well, there was a little piece on life with a disability, I hope it
helps someone!

In the spotlight
This issue: Pam King.

Each issue we look to put the spotlight on a person
who has made a difference in people’s lives and
deserves to be recognised for it.

A Child and Adolescent Specialist Nurse Therapist, Pam provides assessment and therapeutic
intervention at tier 3 (specialist services). She works with children, young people and their
families/carers to help them meet a level of mental and emotional health that allows them to live
their lives at full capacity.
The focus of my work has always been advocating for the children and young people who often have
no voice. Those who are misunderstood or are not given the opportunity to explain or communicate - I
always hope to give them that at least - along with all the therapy, of course.
My own experiences led me to realise that mental health was equally, if not more, important than
physical health and was/is often overlooked - I gradually got further and further into working with
children when I realised that by going further back I could make more of a difference. I would say the loss of my son, Mathew, at
birth some 25 years ago, affected my career choice. It was not long after that I started working with mental health as I volunteered
for the Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Society as a counsellor. I went around hospitals setting up support groups and teaching
midwives how to treat families that have lost babies. One of my recent patients (I hate that term 'clients') was a young girl who
almost succeeded in hanging herself. She was distressed and not able to communicate effectively with anyone. Three years on and
she is ready to go back into the world and make a life for herself, which shows what contained long-term therapeutic work can do. It
was her that made me realise that I wanted to do this type of therapy. My mum has been a source of inspiration. She was a very
strong woman who never left things unsaid, even if they were dumb things to say. She taught me to question everything and trust
my own instincts. She also taught me to care and to give a toss "even when it wasn't my turn to give a toss.
I love the psychodynamic process and the opportunity for long-term attachment based interpretive work with children rather than
the short-term of CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy) and similar methods. If I wasn’t doing what I do I would still like to be an
academic. I am at heart still an academic but cannot afford to be. Research and reading - love it. Other than that I can't think what
else I would do other than be an artist. I used to volunteer a lot as a counsellor and do still, at times, volunteer my time over and
above my paid work. “There have been points in my work where I’ve wished I’d approached something differently, usually to do with
my reactions to things early on in my career when I hadn't schooled my body-language enough. Or that time when I told a young
person it was OK to smoke cannabis, as it was less harmful than the alcohol she liked. Her parents complained about me and I
spent a good two hours telling them all about the harm reduction method. I think people in my profession or similar (in fact, I know
this to be true), we’re always double-thinking ourselves and checking out that we have got things right, that is why supervision and
debriefing is so crucial to our work. We need to check out things with our colleagues all the time; we are all very clear that we don't
want to harm anyone by saying the wrong thing.
When I retire I would like to know that I have helped someone, that the people I saw when they were children will grow up and have
the lives they want, no longer hindered by their demons and the past they were forced to experience. I hope I’ve managed to tell
people about the reality of mental health and what it’s like to be a child or young person today, and to dispel a few myths about
mental illness and young people. I think this was seen more when I worked with the youth justice system; I spent a good deal of my
time explaining to magistrates and police officers what children and young people's lives were like, what influenced their decision
making and what made life crap for them. It was so that they would understand that children and young people today are no
different to what they were like two hundred years ago or fifty years ago, and if anything it is more difficult, not easier, to be a child
today.
There are downsides to the job. Stress! Targets! Government crap! The thing about mental health is that it cannot be measured in
numbers, but the government refuses to realise this and is always giving us targets that have little to do with quality of health!
Slashed budgets also don't help - we jokingly call ourselves the ‘Cinderella of the Cinderella service’ - mental health for adults is an
underfunded service, for children it is seriously underfunded! That first bond between child and parent continues on throughout their
life and influences their own parenting, so the earlier we help with this, the less likely we are to get children and young people who
want to hurt themselves or somebody else - stop blaming it on the kids!

Mini play for teachers to use in class. The following is a short script designed to explore gender
stereotypes. Ask six volunteers, one of whom will be the Director to quickly rehearse and act out the script in
front of the group.
Characters;
Men:
Women:

David, Thomas and Terry
Serena and Jane

When they have performed the script, discuss with the whole
group how they felt about what they saw. Do they know
people like that? Why might people think/speak that way?
Was that an accurate example or exaggerated? Now ask six
more volunteers to quickly rehearse and perform the play to
the class, only this time swap the males for females and vice
versa. They can change the references if they like too, so
instead of, “Women, eh?” it can be “Men, eh?” etc. How has
swapping the genders changed the piece? What is different?
Does is seem strange? Why? Is this how it should be? Why?
Was it funnier than the first piece? Why? There are no wrong
answers, these are just opinions.

“Two sugars for me” by Andy Hickson.
David

Hey Serena, make us a cup of tea,
love.

Serena

Sure Dave.

Thomas

One for me as well.

Jane

Can I have a coffee, two sugars please?

Thomas

Terry says he wants a tea, and I’ll have a coffee darlin’.

David

Make a couple of pots then, one of coffee and one tea. Bring back the custard creams with you
love (blows her a kiss – she exits).

Thomas

So what you do at the weekend then?

David

We went to the races. I won a ton and then me missus goes and loses the lot on the next race.
Women!

Thomas

Tell me about it!

Jane

We went to the cinema. (Terry enters).

Thomas

Yo Tez! Wot’s occurin’!

Terry

My man! (high five).

Jane

We saw that new James Cameron film, Avatar.

Terry

What happened to you then! We waited for an hour and you never turned up!

Thomas

Sorry mate, me sister came over from New Zealand. I had to pick her up from the airport. She
can’t handle driving in the city.

Terry

Likewise! Get my missus behind the steering wheel and she drives like a mouse!

Jane

I’m a pretty good driver.

David

Where’s that Serena! I’m dying of thirst here.

Thomas

Give her a break Dave.

David

Eh!?

Thomas

She’s probably gossiping with Natalie.

David

Where are the workers when you want them.

Thomas

Hey, Jane. Go and check on Serena for us love. Make sure she hasn’t run away!

Jane

Sure (She exits).

Terry

You just can’t get the staff nowadays.

Thomas

She makes a wicked cuppa though!

David

Cuppa! Did you see the cups on her today!

Terry

Where did she get that top from man. When she comes back in get her to pick up something off
the floor. You can see right down her top man!

David

Hey hey hey, it shouldn’t be allowed (laughs).

Terry

Wot you sayin’! It should be compulsory. (They all laugh).

Thomas

Shh, she’s comin’ back (Serena and Jane enter carrying the drinks).

Serena

Hi guys, Drinks all round (they hand out the drinks).

Terry

Yuk, where’s my sugar.

Serena

Oh sorry, hold on I’ll get you some (she exits).

Thomas

(shouting) Remember to bring back the biscuits honey.

Jane

Oh I’ve just remembered we have to work on the dissemination letters. Did anyone bring in their
copies?

Thomas

Can’t drink tea without me biscuits. Gotta dunk, gotta dunk (Serena runs back in with the
biscuits).

Serena

Here you are.

Thomas

Eh’! What about the custard creams? I specifically asked for custard creams.

Serena

Sorry Tom, none left.

Thomas

I suppose these will have to do!

Serena

Here’s the sugar Terry (she gives him the sugar. After putting some in he hands her back the tin).

Terry

Right then. Who has done the dissemination stuff?

Thomas

Yup, got it right here.

Terry

Lets get started then. Jane, you take notes please.

(The End)

Giving up smoking…
and other resolutions you
didn’t stick to.
Words: Rebecca Brynolf
Who on earth thought that the first of January was any kind of
time to make significant changes to your life? It’s dark, it’s
cold, it’s wet, you’re skint and you just want the things you
know will make you feel a little better; junk food, lazing in
front of the telly, a little bit of retail therapy.
I admit I have been rubbish at keeping my resolutions over
recent years, and YES New Year’s Day has been and gone, so
why bother talking about resolutions now? Because if you’ve
made a promise to yourself, then it’s worth keeping, and why
should you have to wait until the first of January to roll around
to take up that promise again?

Lots of different people, young and not so young,
seem to resolve to do the same things every year,
so what are the usual suspects?
Smoking
There aren’t many people who wont
agree that this is a good vice to give
up. It stinks, it’s expensive, and can
lead to serious illness.

Losing weight
Always a popular resolution after the holidays what with all
the food, drink and well-earned rest you’ve been enjoying
lately.
Exercising more
A natural progression from the ‘quit smoking’ and ‘lose
weight’ resolutions, but not something people tend to commit
to because the enthusiasm for it can be hard to muster.
Be more environmentally responsible
One of the more selfless resolutions whereby you decide to
help out the your area by recycling, buying local produce,
turning off the heating or walking to the shops instead of
jumping in the car.
Get better marks at school
A very popular resolution, particularly as mock exams loom
and other measurements of your academic abilities aren’t far
off. If you hear the words, “apply yourself” one more time you
might start flicking people with a ruler but you know that
now’s the time to start resembling a good student.
Eat better
Take aways are nice but
maybe not every
weekend while making a
meal by yourself from
scratch is fun, cheaper,
more satisfying and so
simple. How easy is it to
find a good recipe
online?

Drink less
Fewer trips to the pub, higher intake of non-alcoholic can help
you achieve a couple of other resolutions; save money, lose
weight. Can’t hurt to kill a few birds with one stone.
Save money
Well in today’s economy this can never be a bad idea. Having
even a little bit of money saved away for a rainy day can help
ease the stress of unexpected bills and taxes.
Get a new job or promotion
No, you’re not imagining it, your friends and family are getting
bored of listening to you moan about that job you hate.
Looking for a new one might be a worrying prospect at the
moment (hello, dodgy economy) but if you’re in a job you
genuinely enjoy means not feeling like you’re going to work.
Become more organised/declutter
Why I can’t find anything? Oh that’s right, because I’ve kept
everything since I was twelve. Maybe it’s time to take a lot of
the clutter down to the charity shops and maybe even start
selling some of it online. There’s some extra money to be
made from Amazon and eBay to add to your funds.
So as I mentioned before, January has
been and gone and the resolutions are
either getting harder to keep or they
were dropped long before the bin men
came to collect the Christmas bin bags.
The following tips can help you can pick
up your discarded resolutions and start
again, and THIS time, they might be
easier to achieve.
Set manageable goals
It’s all well and good saying, “I’m going to lose weight” or “I’m
going to save money”, but people who only look at the big
picture tend to give up quickly because it can feel like too
much to take on. I remember my Dad giving me some great
advice as a kid that has helped me with lots of big projects;
you can’t eat an elephant in one bite, you’ve got to do it in
small chunks. Create a measurable system by setting
achievable goals day-to-day or week-to-week. Instead of
setting yourself the eventual goal of ‘get a new job’, set mini
goals like, ‘Today I’ll update my CV’. Instead of ‘work harder at
school’, try, ‘Today I’ll sit away from people who distract me’.
Instead of ‘save money’ try ‘Today I’ll write out a strict budget
for the week.’

Make it public
Difficult goals can be easier to achieve when you have some
support from other people. Sometimes you’ll find others who
have set themselves similar goals who can give you advice.
There’s also the humiliation theory, which says that if you
make your goals public then you’ll be more inclined to stick to
them. Since Twitter provided us with a very public way of
letting the world know what we’re up to, some people have
taken to twittering their weight, how many cigarettes they’ve
had, how they’re getting on with their job search, their marks
in school. Telling the world what your aim is and how long you
have to till you get there can serve as a helpful push!
Be realistic
We could also call this one, ‘don’t be too hard on yourself’. No
one works up the career ladder in a day, no one fills up their
piggy banks quickly and no one loses a stone in a week (not
healthily, anyway). Keep your resolutions simple and be
realistic. You’ve decided to make changes for the better but
they are going to take time. Patience is a virtue, good things
come to those who wait, Rome wasn’t built in a day… don’t
beat yourself up if your goals haven’t been achieved right this
second.
Do you really want to?
Think carefully about why you’ve decided to make a change in
your life. Are you doing it because everyone else is? Is it
because it’s ‘tradition’? Has someone else asked you to? If
it’s not a change that you’re ready to make yourself then no
wonder you’ve found it hard to stick to. When you genuinely
want to save money, get better marks, exercise more, then
you will do those things. No one can make you do anything
you don’t want to do, including yourself.

Treat yourself
Spent two weeks resisting take aways and ready meals?
Been making your meals from scratch? That’s great! But have
you been craving a pizza? Then treat yourself. Been doing
your homework every day after school? Then DEFINITELY
treat yourself. In fact call up your friends, invite them round
and order some pizza. These kinds of rewards from time to
time make sticking with your resolutions so much easier.
That’s not to say that a month without smoking should be
rewarded with a cigarette. Try and find suitable treats for your
achievements.
Don’t think “I’ll do double next time”
Everyone cheats a little bit on their resolutions. A LOT of
people fall into the trap of skipping a day and then telling
themselves that they’ll “do double tomorrow”. How easy is it
then for tomorrow to come around and see that there’s twice
as much work to be done. Remember setting manageable
goals? Keep them manageable. It’s ok to take a day off
occasionally, just don’t make it harder for yourself to get back
into the routine you’ve set.
Don’t make resolutions to begin with
Of the various people I’ve spoken to about their resolutions, a
good 25% of them said that they don’t even bother making
resolutions to begin with. This isn’t to say that they don’t
endeavour to make all the changes in their lives such as
eating well, keeping a manageable weight, learning new
hobbies and skills, saving money, but they rarely find
themselves disappointed by not declaring a resolution.
Announcing on the first of January that you are looking to
achieve a big goal can add unnecessary pressure… give
yourself a break, making positive changes in your life can be
hard enough as it is.

“Older people don’t think we
can make it on our own in to
the big, scary world of politics.”
Mpower
magazine speaks
to Einy Shah
about helping
young people in
Britain feel
empowered
through politics.
Einy Shah
How much do you, as a young person,
know about the world around you and
the decisions being made on your
behalf? Did you know that the
Minister for Young People is a woman
named Dawn Primarolo who is in her
fifties? Doesn’t that strike you as a bit
odd? Surely the representative for
young people should be a relatively
young person? The Minister for
Women is a woman. You wouldn’t
choose a heterosexual person to be
the voice of the gay community and
you wouldn’t choose a white person to
speak on behalf of non-white
communities, so why is there no one
under the age of 30 in the Ministerial
team that runs the Department for
Children, Young People and Families?
This is not to devalue the work of
Primarolo and the department, or to
suggest that it should be run
exclusively by teenagers, but it should
at least include someone who can
speak with some conviction on the
subject, surely? “Definitely. It seems
there is no one that can represent us
to the fullest. It seems that middleaged men with wives in the Cabinet
can make sweeping statements
without consulting enough young
people.” Einy Shah, 19, is a member
of the Greater London Authority Peer
Outreach Team, an initiative she feels
should be extended on a national
scale. “I feel passionate about the
work I do with young people because I
feel that I am in a position to make a
difference and get young peoples’
views heard. What gets me up in the
morning, is not working at City Hall, or
working alongside Mayor Boris
Johnson – it’s representing young
people and U-Turning the tired, wornout views about young people that still
exist in society today.”
And what are those views? That young
people don’t know what’s good for
them? That they don’t care? If recent
reports on teenagers in Britain are to
be believed, they’re too busy downing
11 pints a day, taking drugs, getting
pregnant, putting a strain on
healthcare and the economy,

tormenting their neighbours,
accumulating ASBOs and generally
being a nuisance to society. Wear a
hoodie in a shopping centre and
there’s a good chance a keener eye
will be kept on you than anyone else.
It sometimes seems as though young
people as a collective are being
marginalised by an aggressive
minority. It’s not just the media’s
running commentary on the illegal
activity that prevents respect running
in both directions between young
people and adults, every summer the
government claims that
improvements in A-Level results must
be down to exams being easier, thus
negating the worth of hard work and
revision. “It is no longer a test of your
intellect but how much or little you
can remember,” says Shah, “The
media labels the exams as ‘easy’ –
whilst I believe the exams have gotten
easier, this has a negative effect on
young people. Getting into higher
education has no doubt been easier in
the last few decades. Does this mean
we are lowering our standards? When
I was sitting my A-Level exams – I
knew in the back of my mind that I
was going to get into university. Not
because I am extremely cocky. But, I
had chosen a relatively modest
university as my ‘back-up’ choice. I
know that I could have done better,
but the main push from teachers was
that everyone gets into University so
that the statistics look overwhelmingly
good against the rest of the borough.”
Ken Robinson, author of The Element,
advocates a need to allow room for
failure, and therefore creativity, in
schools. In the book he recalls a story
about choreographer and ballerina,
Gillian Lynne. As a young girl she had
trouble concentrating in lessons. She
was restless, constantly fidgeting and
there was talk of taking her to a
‘special school’. A trip to the doctors
revealed that she did not have ADHD
or any number of learning difficulties.
Leaving her alone in a room with the
radio on, a doctor found that Gillian
was a natural dancer “who needed to
move to think”. She was enrolled in a
dance school and is now one of the
world’s most successful and highly
paid dancers. Robinson cites this as
being a good example of what can
happen when young people are
allowed to discover what they are
naturally good at instead of being
trained to pass tests.
Shah says “I have been academically
under-achieving through my
secondary school years, I’ve have
been suspended various times and
am sure some of my teachers
remember me as the horror. Politics is

not a battle of the intellects. It’s based
on opinions and the ideas you bring to
the table. I believe that politics in
secondary, and even in primary school
should be a compulsory subject. I
never took politics as a subject
because it was never offered to me –
until university, of course”. It is
interesting and thought provoking to
hear these views come from a Tory.
The party comes with such an elitist,
right-leaning, stigma attached that it
is difficult for young people to take the
Conservatives (or many parties, really)
seriously. Perhaps this speaks
volumes about the notion that many
of the decisions made on behalf of
young people are made by middleaged people.

Teenagers Zak, Sophie &
Leah petition the prime
minister for more antibullying teacher training
David Cameron and Gordon Brown are
so far removed from anything the
majority of young people are familiar
with and politics can be such a turn
off for a) those who don’t understand
it and b) those who can find no one in
politics to relate to. Is it any wonder
more people in Britain find American
politics more interesting?
Or is this just a sign that the line, either
side of which both major parties stand is
becoming even more blurred, to the
point where this liberal is nodding and
agreeing with the ideas of a
Conservative. Either way, the debate it
promotes is encouraging. More
politics in schools and removing the
wool from young people’s eyes while
decisions are being made for them
could be key to youth empowerment.
Knowledge is power, after all. But,
what then? “The biggest barrier by
far,” suggests Shah, “is getting our
views heard. It’s all well and good
having a Youth Parliament, but is that
taking our views to the Ministers? We
need to cut the red-tape, and make
sure we are being heard.”
(Rebecca Brynolf)

Body Language:
You don’t need to feel confident to look confident
Have a look at the people around you. What are they telling you? Are they nervous? Tired? Excited? Happy to be there? You can tell,
not because they’re saying how they feel, but because they’re showing you. So much of what people say to each other has nothing to
do with spoken words but with what they convey through body language.
Having the ability to seem confident when you’re not feeling particularly sure of yourself can be hard, but it is a very useful skill to
have. When speaking to young people about how to deal with bullying and prevent it from happening to them, one of the pieces of
advice we give is to hold themselves in a confident way. It’s by no means a magical solution, but it’s a very good place to start. This
is mainly because a person who is looking to put someone else down is less likely to choose a person who looks as though they wont
take it and will say something back. Bullies look for weak people to take out their insecurities on. The following are some handy tips
to help you present a strong front.
Hunched over vs walking tall
Have you seen the person who walks around like the weight of the world is on their shoulders? They look at the ground when they
walk, their shoulders are hunched, they don’t smile and their hands are in their pockets. Have you seen the confident person?
They’re smiling, making eye contact and walking and standing up straight. Now, who’s more likely to get picked on? It isn’t easy but
showing potential bullies that you are strong and confident, even if you’re feeling low, reduces the chances of them picking on you.
Let out how rubbish you might be feeling with your friends where it’s safe, but don’t give bullies the satisfaction.
Eye contact
If you can find eye contact difficult to make there is a really
simple and effective trick that you can use to fake that
extra bit of confidence. In between the eyebrows at the top
of the nose is a little triangle of skin. If, when looking at
someone, you look at this bit of skin, they can’t tell that
you’re not looking them directly in the eyes. You’d be
surprised how much easier it is to talk to someone when
you’re looking at that bit of skin than their eyes. Give it a go.
Don’t stare at them… that’ll sort of defeat the object of
projecting confidence in the first place. Project TOO much
and people might think you’re a wee bit odd.
Smiling
It ain’t hard! But make sure it’s a real smile. Don’t just bare
your teeth though; make it a genuine smile. People can tell
if you’re just putting a smile on. Even if they can’t put their
finger on why something about your smile isn’t sitting right
with them, the sophisticated language (verbal and physical)
area of the brain is telling them that you’re not being
honest with them.
Mimicry
Just about every body language expert going will tell you
that mimicry is a great way to show someone that you’re
friendly and can empathise with them. When talking to a
friend or someone we fancy we have a habit of copying
what they do; we gesture in the same way they do, cross our arms when they do, playing with our hair when they do. We sometimes
do this without even noticing, but it’s a common technique used in business situations. (Rebecca Brynolf)

The Story of Sergio:
‘My name is Sergio and
I am nineteen years old;
people talk about me
and say that I am
incapable of learning
anything. I get easily
scared when people
come too close to me,
or try and make me join
things. Sometimes they
think I am deaf and
shout at me or at other
times treat me like a
small child and try to
humour me. I have had
days when I have been
the scapegoat or the
punch-bag; staff have
been short tempered
and taken it out on me.
Some of my fellows
have beaten me up,
echoing what the staff
do, but it is less severe
and less often. I stay in
my corner and rock: it
soothes and calms me.
I can shut out the world
and comfort myself.
One day someone
comes to the hospital
and goes round all the
wards, she is going to
stay for some weeks and do music and movement and drama with people like me; except I don’t get chosen; she does not want me
for the special classes. I need to rock lots more, and I don’t let anyone near me, its easier that way.
This woman comes to see me next day: I know she’s there, although I keep myself busy, I am rocking and springing and keeping my
eyes focussed on two fingers on my left hand. She calls out, ‘Hello Sergio, I’m just going to join in with what you are doing, and she
does just that. She is rocking just like me, then after a short time she calls out goodbye to me and goes. So it goes on each day
when she echoes what I am doing, and each day she comes a little nearer. And I don’t mind. She is tuning in to my rhythm, and is
slowly approaching me. The day comes when she is standing near me, and I don’t mind! Now we rock together in harmony and I
am able to smile at her, briefly. That’s what we do: she echoes my rocking and I have started to echo hers, we have learned to
follow each other and take turns. And then we both to rock together, doing exactly the same movement.
It will be different when she goes as the staff won’t take it seriously; they are already laughing and tell her she is wasting her time.
She has been a lifeline for me to begin to relate to another person and someone who understands me through my body movement.
I feel stronger when she has worked with me. I am a person who thinks and feels, and who gets easily scared especially of change.
I have my own rhythm of life. (Dr Sue Jennings)

It began with the immortal words of Halliwell, Chilsom,
Beckham (née Adams), Bunton and Brown.

“Tell me what you want, what you really,
really want,” they said.
“Well, gee…” I said, “I thought all I wanted
was to stay up past 10pm.”
But no, I could have power… and not just any sort of power,
but Girl power, complete with peace signs and union jack
dresses. After this revelation came Ally McBeal. She taught
me that, if I wanted, I could be a successful lawyer with my
own array of neurosis, and that somehow, despite how
unhappy and hungry she looked, to many women she
appeared to be the preferable option to her ecstatic,
voluptuous roommate. Then there was Pamela Anderson.
Pammy showed me that if I wasn’t happy with how I looked, I
could fix it all with a few thousand quid and become
unbelievably famous. Finally there was Rachel Green. She
showed me that I could have hair… like, really good hair.
Today, there are still influential women in the media for
impressionable girls to gawp at, and while they look similar to
the role models of yester-decade, we associate them with so
much more. They’re brands now. Cheryl, Jordan, Angelina,
Paris, Tyra, Belle (du Jour, not Disney). Collectively they
represent rags to riches, lasting love through all obstacles,
good parenting, humanitarianism, entrepreneurial skills,
successful careers, intellect, empowering women and always
looking good. SEE, 21ST CENTURY WOMAN! YOU CAN HAVE IT
ALL! Because Cheryl Cole has it all, doesn’t she? Yes, her
18

husband cheated on her but that’s something that can be
easily spun. She’s stronger for it, right? Ignore every picture
you see of them now, looking strained and tense. But she is a
household name, and doesn’t she have great hair? What… it’s
not her real hair? ... Whoops. Jordan is a massively successful
businesswoman, there’s nothing she won’t put her name on.
She hasn’t had a tremendous amount of luck in her
relationships, but hey, we can’t have it all, can we? Oh… that’s
right. We’re not supposed to. So what do the girls and women
of the 21st Century have?
They have the knowledge that they need money to get by.
Kicking off their formative years in a recession will teach
them that much. What is worrying however is how the method
of making that money has changed. It used to be marrying
well, and then it was getting a job, and then getting an
education and a career. If Posh, Colleen and Nicola T are
anything to go by, it’s swung round to marrying well again (as
well as marrying footballers can be). There is another option
that’s cropped up, of course, with the influx of reality TV
shows and the fame that comes with it, far too many
conversations with impressionable young women have gone
as follows - “What do you want to be when you grow up?” “I
wanna be famous.” “How?” “I don’t know. X Factor?” Thanks,
Cheryl.
Time has become an issue. We need more of it, we don’t have
it, and there isn’t enough of it in the day. A friend of mine is
constantly at loggerheads with her mother about the amount
of time she does and doesn’t spend with her family. It’s not as
though she doesn’t want to see her family, but it’s as though
her mother forgets that her daughter is a manager, is in a
band, is also in a dance group, lives a 90-minute drive away
from her family and any spare time she has is usually spent

on catching up with work. Sitting on the train, I look around
me and see women on autopilot, tapping away into their
Blackberries, keeping up with twitter, facebook, email, bank
statements, career opportunities, the other half, the kids.
Remember when all you had to keep up with was the
Joneses?
Now, why is it that whenever I log into my email account I am
shown an advert from a plastic surgery clinic whose tagline is
‘make yourself amazing’. You have to hand it to advertisers.
They’re good at convincing women that the things they want
are in fact the things they need.
The women of the 21st century have an awful lot to compete
with. At least before the only people women had to compete
with was other women. Now it’s not only about each other,
but it’s about Amazonian Goddesses gracing the covers of
magazines, airbrushed to within an inch of their pixels. In that
respect I suppose we have heat magazine to thank for turning
all that on its head. With its ‘Circle of Shame’, pointing out the
fact that beautiful women sweat, carried with it, a ‘How-dareyou-not –be-perfect-all-the-time-but-thank-God-you’re-notperfect-because-it’s-making-me-feel-so-much-better-about-mylife-right-now’ attitude. But the messages are confused. The
media tells young girls that ‘being skinny is the ideal, the
most attractive, the most loved’, while at the same time
saying that ‘being too skinny is repulsive, unhappy, not
natural’. No wonder women aged between 15-24 in the past
decade have been at such a high risk of suffering from an
eating disorder.
Marriage and kids have changed. It’s hardly a scandal to have
been married more than once or to have children with
different parents. And what about the baby names? When I
was in school I shared lessons with girls named Katherine
and Alesha. This century I’ve been teaching girls with names
like Angel and Princess.
What can the next generation expect to be? What kind of
women will Angel and Princess be? In 15-20 years time will
they be half as, or perhaps even twice as concerned by diet,
image, money, marriage, friends, career, family, sex life,
politics and handbags.
So, are women really more empowered in this century than
the last, or are we restricted by a new, more technological
corset, with gadgets and gizmos a-plenty, complete with a
series of complexes; diets and money and looks (oh my).
It seems that to be a woman in the 21st century is to tread a
fine line between body confidence and body torment. To be a
21st century woman is to be extremely aspirational but be
realistic enough to recognise that goals change, both out of
necessity and choice. To have the world at our fingertips, to
pick our style, partner, contraceptive, house during the course
of our lunch breaks with a tap, tap, tap at our blackberries. To
fit everything in and still have time for all of your loved ones.
To be a 21st Century woman is to have a brighter future, more
options and more opportunities than our mothers and
grandmothers did, but taking it for granted. We have
struggles to contend with, but they are the struggles that were
fought for on our behalves.
It’s all well and good complaining about the endless choices
and white noise presented to us by the media and family and
careers, but it’s better than the alternative.

Generations of women before me didn’t have it all, and I
highly doubt I ever will, but I’m grateful for having a choice in
what I do have.

Each issue we’ll aim to provide you with two new lesson plans that you can keep
for your own use. We accept lesson plans from teachers and youth workers too,
so if you have some great ideas, please get in touch at questions@mpower.eu
and there’s a good chance we’ll feature your lesson plan!

Lesson plan 1: Women in society.
What with International Women’s Day coming up in March,
here’s an activity packed lesson for you to use with your
pupils. This will take quite a bit of preparation but it will be a
lot of fun. In the classroom/space, there will be five stations
set up, each one featuring a different activity. After you have
split your class/group into five smaller groups, start each
group at a different station and give them five minutes at
each one. As the groups complete the tasks and move around
the stations, they will collect different clues and carry out
different activities. Once everyone has been to each station,
the whole group will come together and discuss their
findings/activities. Try to get a mix of abilities in each group,
so that there will always be someone suited to a particular
activity.
Station one – Drama
Put two different poster adverts at this station showing
different depictions of women in the past century. The groups
have five minutes to create and rehearse a one-minute piece
of drama based on the imagery in the posters. They can use
narration, freeze frames, dance, song, anything they like, to
bring their drama to life. Two suggestions for posters are
WW1 propaganda posters such as ‘The Women of Britain say
“GO!”/‘Preserve Perishable Produce’, and female soldiers
fighting in wars in the 21st century.
Station two – Art
At this station leave lots of art supplies; pens, pencils, glue,
scissors, magazines to cut out of, etc and large sheets of
sugar paper/card. Each team must create a team name and
their own poster with the theme ‘powerful women in society’.
They only have five minutes!
Station three – Puzzle
Set up a jigsaw puzzle at this station and make it as simple or
complex as you like, depending on the ability levels in the
class. Print out the paragraph about the suffragette
movement below and stick it to a piece of card. On the back
of the card, pencil a jigsaw pattern to cut out. Spread them
out and have each group put the jigsaw together to read the
paragraph. You can also edit the paragraph, as you like to suit
your class. Make sure they mix it up again before the next
team gets there and make sure there will be enough pieces to
keep them busy for five minutes!
Paragraph
“The campaign for female suffrage began in the mid-19th
century. In 1897 the various suffragist societies united into
one organisation, the National Union of Women's Suffrage
Societies, led by Millicent Fawcett. The movement now had
more coherence, and more strength. But as bills for female
suffrage were brought before Parliament again and again,
they were each defeated. One of the suffragists, Emmeline
Pankhurst, was so frustrated by the continued lack of
government action that she founded the more militant
Women's Social and Political Union in 1903. At first the
tactics were nonviolent. They organised big public
demonstrations, and heckled politicians who refused to talk
to them. One chained herself to the railings in Downing Street
to make a speech, another chained herself to a statue in the
lobby of the House of Commons. They were often arrested
and taken to prison, where they continued their protests by
going on hunger strikes. As parliament continued to defeat
consecutive suffrage bills, the "suffragettes" turned to force,

Something for
the teachers
and resorted to a policy of violence against property. At
organised demonstrations, hundreds of women started
breaking windows and burning down buildings in protest at
the government's refusal to act. Then on Derby Day in 1913
Emily Davison threw herself in front of King George V's horse
and was trampled to death. The Suffragettes had gained a
martyr.”
Station four - Q&A
Place five quiz sheets on this station, one for each team. Each
team is to answer the questions and then keep the sheet with
them for the round up at the end. The right answers are in
bold for you, the teacher, to refer to.
1. In Great Britain, in which year were women over 30 given
the right to vote?
a) 1840, b) 1918 or c) 1962
2. In which year were all women over the age of 21 given the
right to vote in Great Britain and Ireland?
a) 1928, b) 1963 or c) 1901
3. What was the name of the Suffragette (campaigner and
protester for women’s rights) who threw herself in under a
galloping horse and died for her beliefs? a) Emmeline
Pankhurst, b) Mary Richardson or c) Emily Davidson
4. What was the name of the first female prime minister? a)
Margaret Thatcher, b) Mo Mowlam or c) Harriet Harman
5. Which two women were big names in the latest American
election? a) Sarah Palin and Condoleeza Rice, b) Hillary
Clinton and Sarah Palin or c) Sarah Palin and Chelsea Clinton
6. Finish this famous quote by Clare Boothe Luce. ‘Because I
am a woman, I must make unusual efforts to succeed. If I
fail, no one will say, "She doesn't have what it takes." They
will say… a) “Clare doesn’t have what it takes.” b) “Women
don’t have what it takes.” c) “Why do women even bother?”
Station five – Debate
Questions (choose one depending on class ability and reword
as you see fit)
• How different would society have been if there had been
a gender reversal? I.e. Women were the dominant gender
and men were known as ‘the weaker sex’.
• How long will it be until we see a female American
President? Why?
• Have ‘Wags’ (nickname for wives and girlfriends of highly
paid footballers) been good for feminism or bad for
feminism?
• How different would the world be if men could have
babies instead of women?
• How different would the world be if women hadn’t
succeeded in getting the vote?
Round up: Bring the whole class together to show back their
work and discuss their findings. Each group can show their
mini dramas and artworks. You can quiz them on the
questions in the Q&A (almost like a pub quiz?) and then give
them a chance to air the views they discussed at the Debate
Station.

Something for
the teachers
Lesson plan 2: Appreciating other people’s
qualities.
Weirdo. Everyone has two minutes to think of a weird fact
about themselves (including you, the teacher) to share with
everyone, e.g. I can touch my nose with my tongue, I’m
double jointed, I really like Marmite, etc. If you have time and
the class is imaginative, have them come up with two weird
facts, but one of them is a lie and everyone must guess which
one is true.
Notebooks. For this activity you will need enough paper
notebooks for everyone in the class. You can either set it as
homework for everyone to bring a new notebook in, or to
make one. They can make them in class with folded sheets of
A4 and staplers or you can have them pre-made. You will also
need colouring pens and pencils. Everyone in the class is
given a plain notebook. They must write their name on it and
decorate it in such a way that it represents who they are in
some way, e.g. things they like, hobbies, family, favourite
colours etc. Once they are done, split the class into smaller
groups (depending on the size of the class 5-6 a group should
be fine. If there are less than ten in the whole class then just
keep everyone together). In the smaller groups, everyone
passes their booklets to their left and writes into the
notebook they have been given. They must write to the owner
of each notebook and tell them what they like about them,
what their good qualities are, a talent they possess, etc. Keep
going until everyone in the small groups have written down
what they like about everyone else in their corresponding
notebook. There is no need to read these comments out to
the rest of the class because they are personal.
Questions. Do you ever compare yourself with other people?
How? Why? Do you feel better afterwards? How can it hurt
you if you compare yourself to other people? What quality do
you possess that no one else in the room has? What is a
quality you like in other people? Do you find it hard to say nice
things about yourself and mean it? Why?
Mind maps. This might not be doable with a large class, but
maybe a group of ten or less, where one person leaves the
room and everyone else contributes to a mind map about
their good qualities on half a sheet of flipchart paper. This is
then something they can keep or you can display in some way
in the classroom.

Each issue we’ll aim to provide you with two new lesson plans that you can keep
for your own use. We accept lesson plans from teachers and youth workers too,
so if you have some great ideas, please get in touch at questions@mpower.eu
and there’s a good chance we’ll feature your lesson plan!

There are many ways to involve students in helping to deal
with bullying in school including through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School councils
School parliaments
Peer mentor groups
Peer mediators
Buddies
Minibuds
Student counsellors
Student year group representatives
Prefects and student anti-bullying groups.

In addition it may be possible to use information gathering
tactics such as
Æ Bully boxes (comments box, concerns box and worry
box)
Æ Student newsletters
Æ Creative workshops
Æ Student website, e-mail and text message systems
Æ Personal, social, health and education (PSHE)
activities
Æ Anti-bullying telephone line
Æ School media services such as an in-house radio
station.
Gathering evidence
Young people have suggested to us that schools could spend
more time on gathering evidence of bullying. These have
included the following ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observation of the school in action by 'undercover spies',
observation by participant researchers and observation
through the use of CCTV
Ask random people who attend the school
Talk with peer mentors and prefects
Listen to what children are telling us
Visits to the school by students from other schools that
have recognised good anti-bullying practice
Using workshop participation processes to tease out the
views of teachers and students

What is bullying?

Resource 3: Ideas about involving students in the
development of a schools anti-bullying policy.
Involving students and young people
For a schools anti-bullying policy to work effectively it needs
the involvement of students at the centre of it. Young people
do not just want to be consulted, they want to play active
roles in design, delivery and validation. Most students will
hold a view on how a policy could or should work. We are not
suggesting that students should be told 'just to get on with it'.
They need adequate support and supervision from interested
teachers.

Bullying can mean different things to different people.
Amongst other ideas it can generally involve all of the
following:
• Physical - Pushing, kicking, hitting, slapping, punching,
spitting or any use of violence
• Verbal - Name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours,
teasing
• Emotional - Being unfriendly, excluding, tormenting,
name calling
• Racist - Racial taunts, graffiti, gestures
• Sexual - Unwanted physical contact or sexually abusive
comments
• Homophobic - Focussing on issues of sexuality

'How we have used theatre/creative arts to deal with issues
and a few words about our philosophy of empowerment'.
Professor Grossenlunchen, dressed in a white lab coat and rubbing his hands gleefully,
paces the front of the classroom, barking instructions at his incompetent henchmen,
Slime and Grime. Reluctantly and awkwardly they conjure up the invisible ingredients he
commands them to find - greasy hair, rabbit bones and, the children’s’ favourite, bogeys!
These ingredients are stirred noisily into the cauldron which hovers somewhere in the
children’s imagination. The children shudder and giggle in delighted disgust – entranced
as their heroine, Active Amy, held upright by Slime and Grime, is forced to taste the
obnoxious concoction, ‘bogey beefburgers’. They understand that Amy is unable to resist –
debilitated by yet another sugar crash – induced by all the cans of fizzy orange which she
is seen consuming regularly as she dances her way through the story.
And why? Because how else do we inform nine year old children that adults can and do
add disgusting and unhealthy ingredients to food created just for them – because when
we then invite them to read the ingredients on a packet of breakfast cereal promising
‘free’ gimmicks of the latest football championship – they are willing to believe that the
box may contain more than healthy products. They enter the debate with Active Amy –
what should she be eating, and what does food do to and for all children?

Director: Sandy Akerman

The boys and girls of class five also help Amy and her friends explore ways to be active – and to enjoy changing her lifestyle in order
to be healthier – both now and in the future.
Working with a research team from Peninsula Medical School, Exeter, Headbangers is employed to create the drama component of
this novel school-based project. The ‘Healthy Lifestyles Programme’ is a multi-component intervention, which takes a population
approach to preventing and reducing obesity in young children. It aims to engage the school, children and their families through
education, drama-based activities, goal setting and reinforcement activities. The children are encouraged to take ownership of the
issues by helping different characters, with whom they identify, to change their behaviours and, as a result, become motivated to
make changes to their own lifestyle behaviours.
Headbangers also works with teenagers
and young adults, using drama and
performance to explore with them issues
of making choices, peer group pressure,
sexual health, bullying, etc. The script,
the scene, the story, the characters – are
the tools which enable all the young
people to participate. The drama and the
activities give them license to play, to
have fun, to create character and action,
to try out ideas and to explore issues
through their bodies as well as by
talking. The work often takes place in
collaboration with other organisations,
experts on the issues themselves – or
the schools, clubs, prisons, which are
given the responsibility for looking after
the welfare of the young.
We do it because we believe we have
some useful and dynamic skills to
employ to enable young people to
explore ideas, information and new
possibilities.

All our projects have similar aims and beliefs – whoever we are working with or for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To create needs-led work, based on fun and creativity
To empower everyone involved, improving communication skills
To develop basic personal and social skills of everyone involved
To explore and debate issues of self-esteem, making choices and social contact

Why else - because we also learn, have fun and explore our own issues and realities. And we love it!

